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As Artists we will be creating a Rainbow Fish collage using a variety of materials and techniques. Using a computer
programme to design a sea creature. We will also be experimenting with textures by creating sea pictures using a
variety of tools and we will sing a variety of topic related songs and use instruments to accompany songs.
As Physical learners we will be covering dance, movement and co-ordination. We will also be discussing and
observing the effect of exercise on our bodies and the need for healthy diets. We will be discussing safety when
using equipment and we will talk about safety around water, rivers. Sea and lakes.

COMMUNICATION,
LANGUAGE & LITERACY

In Literacy The Rainbow fish
will be our fiction text this
term. We will be learning
00 storytelling skills
key
enabling us to map, retell
and adapt the story in our
own guided writing.
Daily RWI sessions
We will be using the
computer to find
information about sea
creatures and will use this
information to make an
information book about sea
creatures

MATHEMATICS
In maths lessons we will be
focusing on the following
areas:
Counting games
-Counting fish
-Maths trails counting a
variety of objects
Number recognition and
writing
Pattern:
-Create patterns on fish
-Shape printing
Capacity:
-Water tray games
containing containers
Adding and Subtracting:
-using objects

RE
RE

PSCHE
PSCHE

SCIENCE

In R.E. we will be learning
about stories from various
religions and cultures and we
will be thinking about what
we can learn from these
stories.

Our values this term will be
Justice and Empathy. We will
be discussing friendship, turn
taking and sharing. Circle time
will involve discussing
behaviour, feelings, sharing
and being kind to each other.

In Science we will be observing,
discussing and comparing sea
and land animals, experiment
with freezing and melting water
and we will be comparing beach
and city environments.

COMPUTING
We will use the internet to find
out about sea creatures. We will
be using programmable toys
and picking apps for purpose.

MUSIC
In Music we will be learning
about rhythm based on nursery
rhymes and we will be
composing a sea music using
instruments.

